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Fifth suspect arrested in Riddle case
Friday, October 14, 2005

CAITLIN COPPLE
FOR THE KAIMIN

After more than two months of
searching, police arrested Pedro
“Pete” Sosa Jr. in Maricopa
County, Ariz., on aggravated
assault and burglary charges
stemming from the attack on former University of Montana basketball player Sam Riddle,
Missoula police said Thursday
night.
Police had been searching for
Sosa, a former UM student, on a
$150,000 warrant since he failed

Volume CVIII, Issue 27

to appear in court in August.
Officer Amy Flores of the
Missoula County Detention
Center said Sosa faces unrelated
charges in Arizona.
Prosecutors accused Sosa, 26,
of pistol-whipping Riddle in
August. Four other men face
lesser charges in what prosecutors said was an unprovoked beating, which left Riddle unconscious with a jaw broken in four
places. The others are UM students Krin Kuethe, 20; Alain
Lapham, 20; former student
Lloyd Woodard, 20; and Ivan Ray
Shannon, 24.

Prosecutors said Shannon,
charged late yesterday with
accountability to aggravated
assault and accountability to burglary, was driving the Chevy
Blazer from which Sosa hurled
threats at Riddle.
Riddle was celebrating his 25th
birthday at Stockman’s Bar prior
to the attack. He stepped outside
with two female UM students,
Amber Ost, 20, and her roommate, who then got into the
Blazer. Sosa began yelling profanities, and the women asked to
be let out. They called a girlfriend for a ride home and invited

Remembering a soldier

Riddle to come over to their
Lewis and Clark Village apartment to hang out and talk, court
documents said.
About 20 minutes later, Kuethe
knocked on the door. Ost’s roommate said she wasn’t going to let
him in, but he knew where they
kept the hidden key because he
had dated Ost until two days
before the incident. The door
swung open and the five men
barged in.
Riddle has said he did not
know any of the men involved,
and it was not until he was getting
hit that he made the connection

that Sosa might have been the
man who insulted him downtown.
Riddle said he was sitting on a
stool and assumed they had come
over to party.
According to court documents,
Sosa yelled, “Man, if you’re
going to talk shit to me, you are
going to have to deal with it,” and
refused Ost’s requests to leave.
Riddle was hit in the back of
the head, and when he came to,
Sosa shoved the barrel of a handgun in his face, court records
said. Sosa then hit him in the

See ARREST, page 12

Friends and family
honor fallen Marine
at vigil service
Bedard
remembered
for his
enthusiam,
generosity
EMMA SCHMAUTZ
MONTANA KAIMIN

Ryan Brennecke/Montana Kaimin

A vigil service for fallen soldier Pfc. Andrew D. Bedard was held Thursday evening at St. Anthony Catholic Church. Bedard, a 2004 Hellgate High
School graduate, died Oct. 4 as the result of injuries he sustained while on active duty in Iraq.

It is the dark hour of 4 a.m. and
Rachel Marcinek groggily crawls
out of bed to answer a ringing
phone.
“Hey, Rachel, want to go climb
the ‘M’ with me?” the voice on the
other end asks enthusiastically.
It was a voice Marcinek heard

often and a request posed numerous
times to her last year.
But now, in the early morning
hours, Marcinek’s phone remains
silent.
Andrew Bedard, the 19-year-old
Missoula Marine killed by a roadside bomb in Iraq on Oct. 3, was a
close friend of Marcinek and often
attempted
to
persuade
the
University of Montana freshman to
join him for a late night jaunt up
Mount Sentinel.
Marcinek said she accepted four
or five times and always enjoyed
just sitting up on the ‘M’ with
Bedard and watching the orange
glow of Missoula below.
“I wish I had gone more times,”
Marcinek said. “He always wanted
to run down. He only fell once.”
Marcinek spoke before an audi-

See VIGIL, page 12

UM boasts highest Big Sky athlete graduation rate
ERIN MADISON
MONTANA KAIMIN

The University of Montana had a higher graduation rate for student athletes on
scholarship in 2004 than any other
school in the Big Sky Conference,
according to a report by the University
Athletic Committee to the faculty senate.
Seventy percent of student athletes
from the 1997-1998 entering class graduated, said Jean Gee, associate director
of athletics.
“We have never had such a high graduation rate,” Gee said. “This is what our
department is here for, to make sure that

we’re graduating our student athletes.”
Northern Arizona University had the
second highest athlete graduation rate at
55 percent.
Forty-five percent of all UM students
who entered the same year graduated,
according to the report.
“Our job is not done when our students
are finished with their eligibility. Our
job is done when they graduate,”
Athletic Director Jim O’Day told the
faculty senate.
Student athletes also ranked higher in
grade point averages than the general
student population.
The average cumulative GPA for student athletes for spring 2005 was 2.94,

Gee said. It was 2.87 for undergrads.
“This has a lot to do with NCAA
rules,” she said.
The Big Sky Conference has stricter
academic rules for student athletes than
UM or NCAA, said Jim Lopach, political science professor and faculty athletics representative.
The Big Sky Conference requires athletes to have at least a 1.6 GPA their first
semester and a 2.0 after, Lopach said.
UM doesn’t require a 2.0 until the third
semester.
Despite that these are athletes, they are
students, O’Day said, which is why the
athletic department is concerned with
graduation rates and GPAs.

w w w. k a i m i n . o r g

Most student athletes don’t go on to be
professional athletes, he said. Most go
on to be pharmacists, businessmen, journalists and the like.
The athletic department works to
ensure that students don’t miss an exceptional number of instructional days, Gee
said.
“We are always alert about the number
of school days the student athletes lose,”
O’Day said.
Both men’s and women’s track missed
21 days. However, the track teams are
made up of three squads, so no individual student actually missed all 21 days of
the spring 2005 semester, she said.

See RATE, page 4
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KAYLA STEWART
MONTANA KAIMIN
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On the heels of several recent natural disasters,
including the Asian tsunami, earthquakes and Hurricane
Katrina, is a new wave of end-of-the-world predictions
similar to that of the millennium phenomenon when the
year 2000 approached. In a recent CNN interview, Pat
Robertson, former GOP presidential candidate and televangelist, said “we might be” in the end times described
in the New Testament.
The Kaimin sat down with Megan Williams, an assistant professor of liberal studies at UM who teaches
classes in religious studies, to find out how she interprets
these messages.

und the O

Question: The Yankees and Red Sox are done
for. The St. Louis Cardinals are looking tough
and the Chicago White Sox haven’t won a
World Series since 1917. What subject do you
care nothing about that everyone else seems to?
Follow-up: You’ve just won a professional
baseball team. What city do you move it to, and
what’s the new mascot?

Montana Kaimin: How would you interpret the
comments made by people like Pat Robertson?

•Amy Capolupo
works in disabiltiy services
Q1: “I care nothing about Tom Cruise and
Katie Holmes. A lot of people do, but I
don’t.”
Q2: “The Missoula Black Dogs. Everyone
has a black dog around here.”

•Caitlin Baranko
junior, anthropology
Q1: “Baseball, I’m pretty lame like that.”
Q2: The Red Lodge Bonobos. Bonobos
because they have sex to solve problems.”

•Cody James Pope
senior, political science

MK: Pat Robertson cites Bible versus such as
Matthew 24:8, which describes “birth pangs” that
the earth will endure on its way to the end times.
How do you interpret this?
MW: His prediction arises from within a Jewish context, and within that context Christianity emerged. The
search for the signs of the end times were central to the
concerns of the early Christians ... These predictions are
similar to the hysteria in the year before 1000 and to the
Y2K frenzy. I think what we’re seeing is a similar phenomenon. We shouldn’t be disturbed by these claims
any more than we were in the year leading up to 2000.
MK: What effect do these kinds of predictions and
the possible hysteria they might cause have on society?

Q1: “Jesus, I think I care about everything.”
Q2: “Washington, D.C., the Liars.”

Dear President Dennison,
I speak on behalf of many students, faculty and staff when I ask
for you to be more transparent in
your dealings with the University of
Montana. We are starting to feel like
you and Vice President Duringer are
out of touch with what we want
from our University.
You recently signed a contract
with Nike. While every student can
certainly appreciate you
wanting to help out our
Grizzlies athletic program,
we also want to know about
any contracts that might
affect our University so we
can talk about those types of
ideas in an open forum.
The decision to sign the
Nike contract affects all students, not just athletes. Every student has to walk around campus
knowing Nike sponsors the
University, but many students feel
like you betrayed them by not put-

•Taylor Poro
freshman, political science
Q1: “Baseball, football, sports of any
kind. There’s not going to be any backlash because this is a football town, is
there?”
Q2: “Someplace in Texas. George Bush
had his team there and I probably couldn’t do any worse. Let’s just say Tigers,
they’re simple.”

Q1: “Spaying and neutering your pets.”
Q2: “The Butte Mountain Miners”
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MW: I think we need to realize we have a large, complex society and hysterias come and go. They can be disruptive, but I don’t think we should take them seriously
... It’s the kind of thing that excites the media, and it is
receiving the same kind of level of media as Brad (Pitt)
and Angelina (Jolie) and is on the same level of seriousness.
If there’s any useful message people can extract from
the rantings of this particular guy, whether they are
Christians or atheists, is that we saw how many people
died in the tsunami. Although these predictions may not
be plausible, we never know when we’re going to die.

ting forth any effort to get the word
out about your ideas and then went
behind their backs by not asking
what they thought. President
Dennison, you did not even ask the
ASUM senators what they thought
about the Nike contract.
I was walking home from campus
Wednesday when I passed the south
fields and noticed a soccer player
headed for the locker rooms. I
stopped her and asked her what she
thought
about having to wear
Nike gear.
S
h
e
shrugged
her shoulders
and
said it was a
good deal
for the University. I asked her what
she knew about Nike’s labor practices, and she told me she knew children in Indonesia were sewing the
soccer balls. I asked her how that

CHIEF COPY EDITOR
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Megan Williams, assistant professor of liberal studies

Letters
to the editor

•Todd Rambo
freshman, elementary education

The Montana Kaimin, in its 108th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content.
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in
Journalism 107

Megan Williams: Religious leaders have been making
these comments since 300 B.C. It’s a 2,300-year-old tradition. It stems from a reading of the Jewish Bible (Old
Testament). Since things are still rolling along, it is highly unlikely. People should regard these claims with profound suspicion.
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made her feel when she was lacing
up her spikes, and she told me she
tried not to think about it.
President Dennison, don’t we
want to encourage thinking at this
University? By making major decisions without students, you are putting them in a position where they
do not want to think about issues on
campus because they feel like you
have already made up your mind
and they can’t do anything to
change the situation.
Students want to have a say in
what goes on around campus. We
don’t want to feel like you are hiding in your office and making secret
deals. We ask that you work harder
in the future to be more transparent.
We want to feel like we can
approach you with concerns, but
lately we have been feeling left out.
Concerned and upset,
John Meyer, senior, biology
PHOTOGRAPHERS
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to
accuracy in its reports. If you think the
Kaimin has committed an error of fact,
please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we
find a factual error we will correct it.

Daily Astrology
T O D A Y ' S B IRTHDAY (10-14-05)

L IBRA (S E P T . 23-O C T . 22)

Get into the job you've been dreaming about this year,
but be forewarned. Plans are made to be modified as
you go along. To get the advantage, check the day's
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Today is a 7 _ Pride goeth before a fall, as you may
remember hearing before. Don't try a new trick now _
it's more than likely not going to work.

A RIES (M ARCH 21-A PRIL 1 9 )
Today is a 6 _ Although you'd love to take off on a
marvelous expedition, don't. There are too many
dangers of which you're still blissfully unaware.

T AURUS (A PRIL 20-M A Y 2 0 )
Today is a 6 _ Don't take a friend's advice if you're the
one with common sense. You can tell, better than
most, how much is a fair price.

G EMINI (M A Y 21-J U N E 2 1 )
Today is a 7 _ Careful planning proves its value now.
Set your course and make it through a squall of
confusion.

C ANCER (J U N E 22-J U L Y 2 2 )
Today is a 6 _ Travel beckons, but take care. If you
take off early on your weekend trip, there will be
repercussions.

L E O (J U L Y 23-A UG . 22)
Today is a 6 _ Don't be an intellectual just for the sake
of learning. Figure out a way to provide a secure future
for yourself.

V IRGO (A UG . 23-S E P T . 22)
Today is a 6 _ Somebody needs more of your time. To
you, this could be a distraction you'd just as soon
ignore. That would only make things worse.

S CORPIO (O C T . 23-N O V . 21)
Today is a 5 _ Love is plentiful now, and fabulous ideas
abound. Trouble is that money's tight. Don't worry,
you'll do fine.

S AGITTARIUS (N O V . 22-D E C . 21)
Today is a 6 _ Reasoning isn't going to work to
overcome emotion. Try love, instead.

C APRICORN (D E C . 22-J A N . 19)
Today is a 6 _ As you get into your research, you'll run
into several things that absolutely will not work. These
are good to know. Write them down.

A QUARIUS (J A N . 20-F E B . 18)
Today is a 7 _ Don't brag to your friends about the
great deal you're about to make. The money won't be
enough to go around. Keep it personal.

P ISCES (F E B . 19-M ARCH 2 0 )
Today is a 7 _ If you're given an order you don't
understand, don't pretend you do. A little
embarrassment now is better than goofing the whole
thing up.
(c) 2005, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC. Distributed by
Knight Ridder-Tribune Information Services.
G
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Savage squirrel, sudsy Slip ‘N Slide, sub-par singing
PETER BULGER
MONTANA KAIMIN

even if it was with a ticket, it’s best that
she be home safe.”
Oct. 8, 2 a.m.

Oct. 7, 4:08 p.m.
Someone reported a squirrel in front of
the Music Building attacking other squirrels.
The person wanted an officer from the
Office of Public Safety to respond in case
the squirrel was rabid. Public Safety didn’t respond.
“It might have been a mating ritual,”
said Lt. Gary Taylor with the Office of
Public Safety.
Oct. 7, 11:15 p.m.
Two resident assistants in Craig Hall
were making their rounds through the
building and noticed the smell of marijuana coming from a room.
They alerted Public Safety and when
the officers responded, they found two
students with marijuana and alcohol, said
Capt. Jim Lemcke with the Office of
Public Safety.
Brian Anvarinia, 18, was cited for misdemeanor possession of drug paraphernalia. Levi Roberts, also 18, was cited for
being a minor in possession of alcohol, a
misdemeanor.
Oct. 8, 12:30 a.m.
An officer noticed a girl stumbling in
the grass near Gallagher Business
Building.
The officer stopped to help the girl and
determined that she was drunk and underage, Lemcke said.
Sarah Stafford, a 20-year-old student,
was cited for being a minor in possession
of alcohol and taken to her room in
Pantzer Hall where her roommates cared
for her, Lemcke said.
“Anybody’s pretty vulnerable when
they’re that intoxicated,” he said. “And

Montana
Kaimin
Don’t Download
For Free When
You Can Get Paid
up to

$360

a month

Sperm Donors
Needed!
•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35
& in good health
Call the donor info line

549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged

Officers responded to the smell of marijuana coming from a certain room in
Aber Hall for the second time that day.

ments around 7:30 a.m.
Officers went to the apartment to check
on a young child who was there, Lemcke
said. They found Boyce Baker, a 31-yearold student and the suspect in the reported assault, and arrested him for
partner/family member assault.

O c t . 9 , 12: 18 a . m .
Public Safety received a complaint
of a Slip ‘N Slide in the second-floor
hallway of Aber Hall.
Although the Slip ‘N Slide did fill the hallway with water
and suds, the problem was the crowd that formed around it,
Lemcke said.
“It doesn’t look like anyone was identified,” Lemcke said. “I’m sure nobody
did it.”

Poli c e B l ott e r

Torrence Taylor, an 18-year-old student, was cited for possession of drug
paraphernalia and had her fish-shaped
pipe taken as evidence, Lemcke said.
“She demanded we give her pot pipe
back,” Lemcke said. “What was it, a family heirloom or something? It’s evidence.”
Oct. 8, 2:07 a.m.
A man “had a fight with a hatchback
vehicle” near the intersection of Ronald
and Sussex avenues and broke the rear
window of the car, Lemcke said.
The man, a University of Montana student, was taken to St. Patrick Hospital
and treated for a broken hand, Lemcke
said.
“He did offer to pay for the damages to
the car,” Lemcke said. “He took responsibility for his actions. He was just having
a bad night.”
Oct. 8, 9:18 a.m.

Continued from page 1
Volleyball had the next highest number of missed instructional days with 9.25.
“A lot of our travel is out of
our control,” Gee said.

An officer pulled a man over on South
Avenue near Dornblaser Field for speeding.
The officer noticed that Matthew
Henry, a 19-year-old student, had over a
case of beer in his car, Lemcke said.
Henry was cited for speeding and for
being a minor in possession of alcohol.
“The tough part is the kid had to pour
out a case of beer,” Lemcke said.
Oct. 9, 11:23 p.m.
A resident of the Lewis and Clark
Village apartments reported loud music
and bad singing coming from a nearby
apartment.
Officers warned the singer for bad
singing, Lemcke said.
“Is that a student conduct violation?”
he said. “Maybe if you’re a music major.”
Oct. 10

A woman reported that she had been
assaulted in the University Village apart-

RATE

Oct. 8, midnight

Someone reported that the word
“Jesus” had been keyed into the driver’s

Last fall, the football team
had to travel during finals
week, so Gee or the athletic
department program coordinator administered their finals,
she said.
“The national championship
last year was far from ideal,”
O’Day said.
It probably hurt some players

side door of a car parked in parking Lot P,
west of the Adams Center.
Public Safety doesn’t know who was
responsible, Lemcke said.
Oct. 12, 2:23 a.m.
An officer noticed a man stumbling
down the street by Jesse Hall who let out
a loud whooping sound when the officer
drove by.
The officer found that Matthew Carroll,
an 18-year-old student, was drunk.
Carroll was cited for being a minor in
possession of alcohol.
Oct. 12, 3:02 p.m.
A road sign with the word “caution” on
it was found in a hallway of Aber Hall
and removed.
“It was probably for the Slip ‘N Slide,”
Lemcke said.
Oct. 12, 10 p.m.
Officers responded to the smell of marijuana coming from a room on the second
floor of Elrod Hall.
Inside the room, they found Matthew
Macrae, a 19-year-old student, and cited
him for misdemeanor possession of dangerous drugs.
Oct. 12, 10:30 p.m.
Public Safety received another report of
the smell of marijuana coming from a
room in Elrod Hall.
After determining which room the
smell was coming from and talking to the
man who lives there, officers found that
he was on probation, Lemcke said. They
called his probation officer, who told
them to arrest him, Lemcke said.
William Tsombikos, a 20-year-old student, was arrested for possession of drug
paraphernalia and possession of dangerous drugs.

to have to take finals while they
were preparing to play in a
championship game, he said.
UM reports more NCAA rule
violations than any other
school, Lopach said. He said
this is a good thing because the
NCAA relies on schools to
report their infraction, so it
shows UM is honest.
“These rules are hopelessly

complex,” he said.
Most of the rules UM violated had to do with recruiting,
benefits and practice time, he
said.
One example is a women’s
soccer coach having coffee with
a high school prospect.
“A cup of coffee that was
probably a buck resulted in a
recruiting violation,” Gee said.
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UM student competes for title of ‘Miss Seventeen’
JENNIFER REED
FOR THE KAIMIN
At 8:30 on Monday night, Brianne
Burrowes, along with her boyfriend, her sister and a few close friends, will turn on the
TV and watch ... well, herself.
MTV and Seventeen have come together
on a mission to find America’s sweetheart
and the ultimate role model for Seventeen
readers in MTV’s new reality series, “Miss
Seventeen.” Burrowes, 20 is one of the 17
women up for the spot.
On the series, Burrowes, a UM journalism student from Polson, joins 16 young
women from across the United States who
have been selected to live together in a chic
loft apartment in New York City and vie for
the title of Miss Seventeen.
The winner receives an internship at
Seventeen, a college scholarship and the
opportunity to be the magazine’s February
2006 cover girl.
Though Burrowes said she normally
wouldn’t do a reality show, she took the bait
off a mass e-mail sent out by Seventeen
because she thought it would be a good way
to break into the magazine business.
“No matter what, I want to be involved in
the magazine industry,” she said. Besides,
she added, “What girl doesn’t want to be on
the cover of a magazine?”
After reading the e-mail from Seventeen,
Burrowes made an audition video for the
series. She was called back for a phone
interview and was then flown to MTV
Studios in Los Angeles for a taped personal
interview. A week later, Burrowes received
a call that she had made it to the final cut.
“I was surprised,” she said. “I never
thought someone would pick me for a reality
show.”
Diamond
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Brokers
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Although the women selected for the
series represent a diverse group–everything
from pageant girls to social and political
activists–their shared ambition, talent and
intense résumés put them on a level playing
field.
In a press release, Lois Curren, executive
vice president for MTV Series
Entertainment, said, “This series will be a
far cry from your typical cover girl competition. These girls are the overachievers you
love to hate and will stop at nothing to win
the grand prize.”
For each episode, the contestants were
required to complete tasks that people
might do if they worked at a magazine,
Burrowes said. For virtually any section of
the magazine, she said, there was an assignment that related to it.
In one episode the girls have to write an
article on how to get the most out of New
York City on only $20 a day.
“It was a lot like ‘The Apprentice,’” she
said, “but with girls our age.”
The women will face elimination by
Seventeen
Editor-in-Chief
Atoosa
Rubenstein. Rubenstein will judge the contestants on the best qualities of a Seventeen
reader, looking for intelligence, honesty,
kindness, good judgment, loyalty and leadership. She will be watching the girls even
when they think cameras aren’t rolling.
Living and competing with 16 other
women–in addition to being followed by
cameras–was an interesting experience,
Burrowes said.
“It was a lot of fun to get to know the
girls,” she said. “There were definitely a
few girls that I got into fights with, but also
some I related to very well.”
Some contestants obviously had the same
opinion about Burrowes. In this month’s
issue of Seventeen, Sasha, a drama major

from Brooklyn, called her
“an ugly person and a monster.” Nicole, a choreographer and future lawyer, also
from New York, said she
“kisses ass.”
“Everyone has their own
take on people on the show,”
Burrowes said.
Burrowes said she was
“taken aback by the comment,” but feels that viewers
can make their own assessment of her after watching
the show.
Although she admits that
adjusting to life on a reality
series was tough, the other
sacrifices she had to make
for the opportunity were
even harder.
“We weren’t allowed to
talk to people at home,” she
said.
Because Burrowes signed
a confidentiality agreement,
she wasn’t allowed to tell
anyone anything about the
show or that she was going
to be on it. When the first
commercial
for
“Miss
Seventeen” aired on MTV
during the Video Music
Awards, a friend of
Burrowes’ saw her on TV and
called her right away.
“[He] saw me before I did,” she said.
Since the commercial broadcast,
Burrowes has been getting quite a few
phone calls like these, even from friends
she’s lost touch with.
“It’s crazy,” she said.
Despite that, come Monday night,

Brianne Burrowes

Burrowes will be just another face in the
crowd, at least in a sense.
“The first time I will see (the show) is
when everyone else in America does,” she
said. “It will be fascinating.”
“Miss Seventeen” premieres Monday,
Oct. 17, at 8:30 p.m. on MTV.
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Missoula mayoral candidates vie for student votes
ZACHARY FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
Missoula’s mayoral candidates
hope to curry favor with
University of Montana students
before the general election on
November 7, though the post has a
limited impact on campus life.
The candidates vying for mayor,
John Engen and Lou Ann
Crowley, both consider the city’s
relationship with University students important. A lack of participation by students in last month’s
primary election, however, may
indicate that students do not share
the sentiment. Just 15 people
voted in the polling booth in the
University Center in the primaries, according to the County
Elections Office. The University
Center is the voting sight for
almost all the students living on
campus and for many off-campus
students.
Nonetheless, both Crowley and
Engen think it would be worth-

while for students to take part in
the mayoral election, and each
thinks they would better serve the
students as mayor.
“Local government has a
tremendous impact on students,”
said Engen, a city council member
and the first-place finisher in the
primary election. “We make decisions all day that affect their
lives.”
Crowley, also a city council
member, agreed.
“I think that relationship is an
important one,” she said. “It
should be nurtured.”
One student-related issue in
which the city does play a role is
housing, said UM political science
professor Jeffrey Green. The relationship between students living
off campus and their older neighbors is often adversarial, as residents sometimes object to the nocturnal lifestyle often associated
with students, he said.
The city addressed this issue in
2002, when some Missoula residents sought an occupancy stan-

dard for housing. The occupancy
standard proposal, which did not
pass, would have limited the number of non-related people living
together. Though the measure did
not specifically target students,
many of the most vocal supporters
of the initiative were non-student

“

We make decisions
all day that affect their
lives.
—John Engen, candidate

”

residents of the university district.
Crowley voted for the measure.
She supported it, she said, because
until 1996 the city had a “family
definition” that allowed no more
than two unrelated people to live
together. When that legislation

was overturned, people were told
any resulting impact would be
dealt with. That promise wasn’t
kept, said Crowley.
Crowley believes several positive things came out of the dialogue surrounding the initiative,
including more student housing, a
“quality of life” desk at the police
department to address issues such
as excessive noise, and the
University’s off-campus rentercenter. She said she no longer
endorses the occupancy standard.
“I hope we can take care of
issues before it gets to that point,”
Crowley said.
Engen always opposed the
occupancy standard and considers
it discriminatory and unenforceable. He said the city should be
concerned with the actions of a
household rather than the make-up
of its occupants.
“If we have behavior issues in
any neighborhood, we need to
address that,” said Engen.
Crowley said if she is elected
mayor, she would like to see more

efforts by the city to collaborate
with ASUM. She also wants to
encourage economic development, through measures such as
encouraging student involvement
in local businesses and trying to
forecast promising industries.
Engen, a UM graduate, believes
his interest in open spaces is a key
issue in the campaign and said he
thinks the city should pass another
open space law.
“That affects any student with a
dog,” he said. “Or without a dog
for that matter.”
Engen also named safety as one
of his top concerns in relation to
University students.
“I continue to believe public
safety is important,” Engen said.
“I want you to be safe on campus.”
Both candidates want the student vote. What remains to be
seen is whether it will be a prize
worth winning.
“The challenge is to show them
that it is relevant to their lives,”
Crowley said.

KUFM will soon broadcast PBS in high definition
DANNY BOBBE
MONTANA KAIMIN
Soon the lessons of Sesame Street will
become a lot clearer.
KUFM, UM’s television station, received
a $927,000 grant that will allow it to broadcast Montana PBS in High Definition and
purchase the necessary equipment to produce HD programming of its own.
“With HD equipment we’ll be able to
produce programs at the same level as PBS
so they have a better chance of being broad-

cast nationally,” said William Marcus, the
director of the broadcast media center.
The money comes from a U.S.
Department of Commerce grant. KUFM
will be matching 25 percent of the grant
bringing the total available money to $1.2
million.
Currently KUFM has two stations, one
that broadcasts on the local airwaves and a
digital station that plays looped HD programming from national producers.
HD television programming has a better
image because it has more pixels and is traditionally shot
for a wider
screen.
In
order to view
HD programs,
TVs must be
equipped to

handle the extra information.
“Twice the number of pixels, twice the
detail,” said Marcus.
KUFM programming has ventured into
HD before, only the equipment was rented
and the editing was done out of state. The
results, however, made the extra work
worthwhile.
John Twiggs, a program producer and
adjunct professor in the radio and television
department, made an HD documentary on
the life of Evelyn Cameron, an English photographer who moved to eastern Montana in
the late 19th century. She took thousands of
glass plate pictures and wrote 35 diaries.
“With the clarity of her photos and the
widescreen appeal of eastern Montana landscapes, it was a good project for a test-run,”
Twiggs said.
The film, titled “Evelyn Cameron:

Pictures from a Worthy Life,” was successful, and PBS will soon make it available to
all of their stations nationwide. Each individual PBS station decides their own program lineup.
“What that showed us was we have the
ability for high definition production,”
Marcus said.
Now Marcus hopes to take HD and incorporate it with regional programming.
“We’ve made it a distinct part of our mission to do local programming,” Marcus
said.
Students also have reason to be excited
for the new equipment, as they will have an
opportunity to work with it.
“This equipment is for the professional
staff, but there will be a chance for students
to work as production assistants,” Marcus
said.
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Advocates look forward to walking backward
KELLY JAKSON
FOR THE KAIMIN
Molly Sweeney enters the University of
Montana admissions office in the Lommasson
Center and greets two young men with a large
smile.
“Are you guys here for the tour at 11 a.m.?”
she asks.
Both men nod their heads.
“Well, my name is Molly Sweeney and I am
a member of the University’s Advocate
Program,” she says. “I will be your tour guide
today.”
The men follow Sweeney out of the admissions office and begin their tour.
For most students coming to UM, this is a
typical first encounter with the UM Advocates.
Sweeney, a senior in communication studies,
is one of more than 100 members of the UM
Advocate Program, which allows student volunteers to work behind the scenes with campus
offices such as Admissions, the Alumni
Association and Career Services.
“We are here for any group on campus to
utilize,” said Karissa Drye, a senior in elementary education and one of the two coordinators
of the program. “We work with a lot of departments and promote a social aspect and community service.”
The two most noticeable jobs Advocates do
are conducting campus tours and running summer orientation for incoming freshmen.
On today’s tour, Sweeney walks backward,
pointing to and identifying buildings on campus in a clear voice, loud enough to be heard
over the wind. For entertainment, she also
shares some interesting tidbits about the
school.
“Before, when the psychology and pharmacy programs were housed in the same building,
they used to call the building ‘Psycho Pharm,’”
she says.
The two guys both grin.
Sweeney, like all Advocates, had to apply to
the program. The application process consists
of four parts and is done in the autumn. First
there is a written application with essay questions. Then come interviews and presentations. Two Advocate coordinators conduct a
final interview.
“The reason it’s so intensive and selective is
we have a huge responsibility to the
University,” Drye said. “We are representatives of the school at college fairs around the
West.”

Successful applicants
are required to take a
leadership class in the
spring, where they are
trained in the history of
the University and the
program, which began in
1969, and any other
knowledge they may need
to know to do their job on
campus.
“One day we even had a
training session on walking backwards,” Sweeney
said.
Advocates are paid
only during summer
freshmen orientations.
During the Advocates’
Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin
first semester, they are UM Advocates junior Jessica Dusek, right, a communications major, and junior Melanie Werner,
required to serve eight a journalism major, serve food to those in need at the Poverello Center Thursday evening.
hours for the program.
The remaining semesters, they must serve 16 We’re pretty tough around here,” Ginnings said.
hours.
As he continued the tour, he noticed a large
Some Advocates devote more than the Nazi flag pinned above a booth behind the
required amount of time to the program, like group. There were some minorities in his
Dan Boyce, a sophomore in theater and com- group, so Ginnings tried to avoid the booth
munication studies.
when leaving, but it was right by the exit.
“Becoming an Advocate was one of the best
Once Ginnings was outside with the group,
decisions I made in college,” said Boyce, who he sincerely apologized. The people looked
has been an advocate since last spring. He has puzzled as to what he was talking about, he
already done his required eight hours and con- said. Ginnings explained.
tinues to volunteer. “It’s just too much fun.”
“The big Nazi flag, the swastika?” Jennings
Since joining the Advocates and leading asked.
campus tours, Boyce has heard some interestThe people were confused. They hadn’t
ing questions from potential students at UM.
even noticed it.
“I had a kid ask when curfew was in the
“So basically, I brought attention to the big
dorms, and he literally could not fathom there flag,” Ginnings said. “I pretty much can hannot being a curfew,” Boyce said.
dle anything after that tour.”
Everyone on the tour stopped and looked at
Along with doing tours and summer orientaeach other in confusion, Boyce said.
tions, the Advocates devote time to communiNoah Ginnings, a senior in elementary edu- ty service in Missoula. Every Thursday at the
cation and an Advocate for five years, has also Poverello Center, two to four Advocates volunhad his share of interesting tours. His fifth tour teer serving food.
was particularly memorable.
“It’s rewarding knowing that you’re helping
Ginnings had a tour of 15 to 20 people. He just by cutting onions or peeling potatoes,”
was walking behind the Adams Center by Ginnings said. “It’s also a good time to spend
Outdoor Recreation when he noticed a door to with other Advocates.”
the building was open. He decided to take the
Sweeney’s tour ends in front of the Griz statgroup in so they could check it out. Much to ue at noon. The Oval buzzes with students just
his surprise, a gun show was going on.
getting out of class, and the sound of musical
“I forgot how many guns were actually in a bells drifts down from the University Hall
gun show,” Ginnings said. “These peoples’ tower. Sweeney shakes the hands of the two
jaws just dropped.”
young men and thanks them for joining her.
So Ginnings jokingly tried to play it cool.
“Hopefully, we’ll see you here again,” she
“It’s pretty hard to play in the Adams Center. said, smiling.
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BIG SALE

World Headquarters

All compact discs, new & used

$2 off

All Jewelry, Gifts, & Toys

25% off

All Cards, Journals
& Paper Products

25% off

Frida Picasso’s
All Posters & Prints

25% off

All Framed Artwork

25% off

All Custom Framing

15% off

Rudy’s II Record Heaven
All Vinyl - New & Used

25% off

All Turntables, Cartridges
& Stereo Equipment 25% off

Sale ends Sunday, October 16th

Rockin Rudy’s
World Headquarters
CD’s - GiftsJewelry - Clothing
237 Blaine • 542-0077

Record Heaven
Vinyl - Turntables
1710 Brooks • 542-1104

Frida Picasso’s
Posters - Gifts - Frame Shop
509 South Higgins • 541-7839
Across from the Missoulian
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Kiersten Spetz, a senior, Traci Kutzleb, middle, and Lindsey Krerar, left, are all flutists with the Symphonic Wind Ensemble. The 53-person ensemble
rehearsed Thursday in preparation for their performance Tuesday at the University Theatre.

UM Symphonic Wind
Ensemble to play some
classics and some new
compositions
IRA SATHER-OLSON
MONTANA KAIMIN
Classic symphonic works will
mingle with newer compositions
this coming Tuesday as the
University
of
Montana
Symphonic Wind Ensemble performs its fall concert.
The ensemble was purposely
programmed to showcase a
diverse array of music, said Steve
Bolstad, conductor of the ensemble and director of bands in the
music department.

“I think students will be favorably impressed with what their
fellow students are able to do,” he
said. “I want to impress upon students that this is a lot of fun and
exciting music.”
A number of the pieces are
standard for ensembles, including
“Lincolnshire Posy” by Percy
Grainger.
“It’s considered probably one
of the greatest pieces ever written
for the wind band,” he said.
Two newer compositions,
“Farewell to Gray” by Donald
Grantham and “Redline Tango,”

STOP PAYING RENT!
S TnotOturnPyour
P rent
A Ypayment
I N GintoRa home
E NpayT!
Why

ment? Why make your landlord rich, when chances
are you can afford your own home?
Northview Condos Offer:
• 0 down , 100% financing, and payments around $675 per
month, depending on Buyer’s credit. $3000 cash back at
close!

• All units are 2 Bedroom, 1.5 Bath, 2 story townhouse style.
No one living above or below you!
•Parking: 1 carport parking space per unit with storage
closet, plus ample uncovered common parking spaces

Advantages of Owning vs. Renting:

Owning

Renting

• Much of a monthly mortgage •Rent is not tax-deductible.
payment is tax-deductible.
• Missoula homes have averaged •Rent is most people’s largest
an increase in value of 9% per
expense.
year since 2000. A home is most
people’s best investment.
• Monthly mortgage payments
are fixed and lower your total
debt.

• If necessary, homeowners can
borrow money against their
home.

•With rent, there is never a payoff and rent continually increases.
•Rent is an expense, not an asset.

626-5353

written by John Mackey, will also
be featured in the concert.
“Redline Tango” is a rhythmically complex piece, which makes
it very challenging to play but
very enjoyable to listen to,
Bolstad said.
“The title comes from pushing
your engine to the max,” he said.
“That’s kind of what this piece
does.”
Another piece, titled “October,”
is a beautiful and lyrical piece and
was chosen for its timeliness,
Bolstad said.
And just in time for the end of

Shane
10.10.05
2X6
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baseball season, the ensemble
will be playing “Pastime — A
Salute To Baseball” by Jack
Stamp.
There are 53 students in the
ensemble and only three of them
are non-music majors.
All types of woodwind, brass
and percussion instruments are
featured in the concert.
“I try to make sure that every
section is featured and (that
every) section has significant
material,” he said.
Ryan Davis, a senior studying
music education plays double
bass in the ensemble. His favorite
piece in the show is “Redline
Tango.”
“It’s a real challenge,” he said.
“But it has some neat effects on
the bass that stand out and that
you don’t do in other songs.”
The process of preparing for
this concert has been a little
stressful for him, he said, but he
likes working on challenging
music because it gives him something to work for.
“It’s good to be exposed to different types of music. It broadens
your horizons,” Davis said.
Kyle Gillett, a tuba player in the
ensemble and a junior studying
music education, is another fan of
“Redline Tango.”
“It’s pretty cool; it’s a newer
work that hasn’t been played a
lot,” he said.
Practicing has been both stressful and fun for him, but in the end
it has been worthwhile.
He also thinks it’s important for
students and the community to be
exposed to this type of music.
“It’s a break from studying,” he
said. “These things go on across
the country. It’s good to get out
and see what’s going on, especially if you’re a music person.”
The aim of the ensemble is to
provide a great artistic concert for
the audience, as well as to challenge and develop the musical
skills of students in order to help
them grow as musicians, Bolstad
said.
He also thinks this is an important concert for the community.
“We try to provide a role model
for students involved in music in

K a i m i n
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the public schools,” he said.
“Hopefully through our performances, we provide great role models for the kids.”
The ensemble performs four
concerts a year, plus a tour.
Last year the group played at
the Music Educators National
Conference in Seattle, and in the
spring the group will play for the
College Band Directors National
Association conference in Reno,
Nev.
Such events like these make
Bolstad proud of his students, he
said.
“It helps to enhance the reputation of the music department
throughout the Northwest,” he
said.
Bolstad also finds it gratifying
to conduct the ensemble.
“The most rewarding thing is to
see the passion the students have
about their music making, and to
watch them grow as musicians is
very exciting for me,” he said.
“My job is to create an environment for students to flourish. That
satisfies me.”
Chad Reep, a senior studying
music plays the trombone and the
euphonium. He’s also the president of the wind ensemble.
His favorite piece to play is also
“Redlight Tango.”
“I get to play as loud as possible, and raunchy,” he said.
There’s a misconception that
the UM Symphonic Ensemble
concerts are similar to high school
band concerts, Reep said. But in
reality, the ensemble is comparable to any large band at music
schools across the country, he
said.
He also said that students have
spent many hours outside of
rehearsal practicing on their own
time. But the process has been
good for him.
“It’s always fun to learn new
styles,” he said.
Sam White, another fan of
“Redline Tango,” plays soprano
and alto saxophone in the ensemble.
“I like it because I have a big
solo in it,” he said. “It’s been vigorous. You have to learn parts and
bring it together.”
Though it’s been difficult to
learn the music, he said he’s
learned a lot from Bolstad and
has had fun playing it.
He also thinks it’s an important
concert for the University and
community as a whole.
“Everybody should listen
because it’s really great,” he said.
“I think it’s a good opportunity to
see what it’s about and to listen to
some great pieces.”
The UM Symphonic Wind
Ensemble concert is this Tuesday,
Oct. 18, at 7:30 p.m. in the
University Theatre.
Admission is $5 for general
admission and $3 for students
and seniors.
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ALEX SAKARIASSEN
MONTANA KAIMIN

Four years ago, Joel Petersen dropped
anchor in Chicago. Winding down from a
tour with his band, The Faint, Petersen
promised a favor to a friend in California.
On Saturday at 8:30 p.m., this favor will
bring Petersen to the stage of the Other
Side.
“A friend of mine asked if I would come
up with some instrumental music for his
media project,” Petersen said. “I came up
with three tracks. After that, I just kept writing and I ended up with an album.”
Calling his new band Broken Spindels,
Petersen released the subsequent album and
continued writing songs. His involvement
with The Faint continues, as well as his
involvement with the band Beep Beep.

“It’s just another thing I do,” Petersen
said. “I don’t like to put a hierarchy on
importance, ‘cause they’re all things I love
to do.”
Broken Spindels remained a solo project
for Petersen until he decided to take his
music on tour.
“For this tour, I put together a four-piece
band,” Petersen said. “We’ll be out touring
for two weeks. It’s nice to travel, meet people and learn something new about your
music by playing it to different people in a
room.”
Petersen has played throughout the
United States and Europe with both The
Faint and Beep Beep. He said his desire to
play in smaller cities grew during his tour
with Beep Beep this summer.
“We played some ‘off the beaten path’
places,” he said. “We had a lot of fun going

to smaller places, so I decided to do more of
that this trip.”
Three other bands from outside the
Missoula area will join the Omaha, Neb.based quartet. The travelling indie rock duo
Scouts Honor will play, as well as the 1090
Club from Billings and thebrotheregg from
Portland, Ore.
“They’re all kind of tied to me in a way,”
said Sean Lynch, the show’s promoter. “I
played with thebrotheregg in Portland, and
Jared Gardd from Scouts Honor put the
1090 Club out on his label.”
A Billings native, Lynch is also the vocalist/guitarist for the 1090 Club. He has been
promoting shows in Montana since high
school.
“In 1989, I promoted a Green Day show
in Billings,” Lynch said. “I was a sophomore or a freshman in high school then. I

promoted their show in 1991, too.”
Lynch encouraged students to come to
Saturday’s show.
“They should come out and support the
smaller acts,” Lynch said. “That’s how to
get the bigger ones to come here, because
these bands talk to each other.”
Saturday will mark the third day of
Broken Spindels’ two-week tour. After
playing in major cities like Portland and
San Francisco, Petersen said he is excited
about playing in Missoula.
“People seem more excited that a band is
coming to town,” Petersen said. “That’s the
attraction for us to come. People get excited
about live music. You aren’t just another
band on a list.”
Broken Spindels and the rest play at the
Other Side on Saturday, Oct. 15, at 8:30
p.m. Admission is $7.

Poetry professor to give ethnic perspective through readings
IAN GRAHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Finding one’s voice can be difficult. Just about everyone in
college knows how hard it is to
stand out in a crowd, and even
the truly unique voices are lost in
the cacophony. Poetry is no different in that respect, but poet
Prageeta Sharma somehow finds
a way to make her voice ring
clearly above others.
Tonight, Sharma will be presenting her poetry in a free reading at the University of
Montana’s Turner Hall. Her style
and wit have helped her carve her
own niche in the poetry world.
“She is a very intelligent,
quick-witted and deceptively
lighthearted young poet,” said
Patricia Goedicke, a professor
emeritus in UM’s English
department. “(She) brings yet
another breath of fresh air to
the University of Montana’s
already various, forward-looking poetry faculty.”
Goedicke will be introducing
Sharma at the reading and said
her lightheartedness is what
really makes Sharma stand out
from most modern poets. She
also said Sharma has stayed
original, even after receiving
accolades and awards for her
work.
“She’s unique in that she’s
herself; she doesn’t conform to

any preset classifications,”
Goedicke said.
Sharma is a visiting professor
of poetry at UM, teaching courses in the creative writing department this year. She has written
two books: “Bliss to Fill” and
“The Opening Question.” The
latter won the Fence Modern
Poets Prize in 2004. She’s currently working on a third collection of poems, tentatively titled
“The Cloud,” and a novel,
“Subcontinent.”
Karen Volkman, an assistant
professor of poetry, said
Sharma’s energy is what sets her
apart from most poets. She’s
pretty young compared to a lot of

well-known poets, and that adds
a kind of wildness to her readings, Volkman said.
“(Sharma’s) a very exuberant
poet,” Volkman said. “She’s a
poet of the city, so she’ll be presenting a kind of poetry we don’t
usually get here in Missoula.
Since we’re relatively rural, we
tend to hear more poetry about
nature and the outdoors. She’s
lived in Brooklyn for 10 years, so
she’ll have a more urban feel to
her work.”
Volkman said although Sharma
is a fairly small woman, her presence and power when presenting
are almost unbelievable.
“She’s only about 5 feet tall,”

Volkman said. “But it’s like a
force of nature when she speaks.”
Kate Gadbow, director of the
creative writing program, is
excited to have Sharma give the
reading and also enjoys her as a
co-worker. She said Sharma has
some new ideas about poetry that
could potentially revolutionize
the genre.
“She’s very interested in poetry
and its connection with other art
forms, such as music and visual
art,” Gadbow said. “As part of
the class she’s teaching this fall,
she’s demonstrating how multimedia presentations and poetry
can be combined.”
She said Sharma’s personality

and unconventional voice have
contributed to her success as a
poet. Gadbow said Sharma’s ethnicity has also contributed to her
unique position within poetry.
Being from south central Asia,
Sharma brings an underrepresented ethnic point of view to the
genre.
“I think it’s a little bit more
experimental than a lot of writers
we’ve had here,” she said. “Her
poetry’s a lot more edgy.”
Sharma will read her poetry
tonight in the Dell Brown Room
of Turner Hall. It will start at 8
p.m. and is free and open to the
public.
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Griz vs. Eastern has
Big Sky title potential
TIM DAILEY
KAIMIN SPORTS

Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin

UM student Matt Spurgeon, right, battles for the lacrosse ball during practice on Dornblaser Field Thursday. The Grizzlies play their only home game of the
fall Sunday at 2 p.m. against Montana State.

In-state lacrosse rivalry set for Sunday
JAKE SORICH
KAIMIN SPORTS
This spring, the University of
Montana lacrosse team nearly
accomplished something neverbefore done in the Treasure State –
bring home a lacrosse national
championship.
Although the team lost 16-3 to
the University of San Diego, the
top-ranked team, in the U.S.
Lacrosse Intercollegiate Associates
National Championship semifinals
B division, last year’s entire team
is back.
And this time, they won’t be
happy without the title.
“A national championship,” senior Eric Carlson said, “that’s our
only goal this year. We’ve lost
nobody and have gained a lot of
young people that look good
already just this fall.”
The fall season, Carlson said, is
typically a time to stay sharp
before the spring season, when the
games actually matter.
“This fall we’re looking to have
some fun, stay relaxed and see
what kind of team we’ve got coming up for the spring,” Carlson
said. “It’s also a chance to play
some real good schools while having a good time.”

This Sunday, the Pacific
Northwest League champions host
in-state rival Montana State
Bobcats in their only home game
of the fall.
Carlson said while both teams
take the game seriously, they also
keep in mind that it’s preseason
and a chance to see their friends
from Bozeman.
“It’s a good rivalry with MSU,
but at the same time we joke
around and keep it lighthearted
too,” Carlson said.
Two weeks ago, the Griz topped
the Cats 14-5 in Bozeman.
While the Cat-Griz rivalry has
heated up in recent years in football with the Cats winning twice in
the past four years, the lacrosse
rivalry isn’t as big as the Cats play
in a different conference.
The outlook of this year’s club
couldn’t be better as the team
brings back every player from last
season’s squad.
Kevin Flynn, a player and coach
of the team, said the large amount
of young players on the team is
typical but that having senior leadership is something he’s not used to
seeing.
“This year we’ll have one of our
first senior classes with people who
have played all four years. We’ve

already been ranked third in the
country in the preseason poll and
first in the conference. We’re taking the time now to see everyone
on an even playing field,” Flynn
said.
Once the real season starts next
spring, Flynn said their main competitors will be the University of
Puget Sound, Pacific Lutheran
University and Whitman College,
as well as national powerhouses
University of San Diego and Utah
Valley State, the only two teams
who placed higher than Montana
last season.
Last season, San Diego’s 35player team, with four coaches and
$2,500 to spend per player, outmanned Montana’s 18-person
squad to win the chance to play for
the national title.
Because Montana is one of the
only states without a high school
lacrosse program, all but one of the
players, Carlson, a photojournalism major, are from out of state.
Despite this, Flynn said they’ve
been fortunate to have a large number of people interested in the program, as well as a good-sized outof-state lacrosse pool to draw from.
The Griz preseason schedule
continues next week as the team
heads to the Gem State Invitational
at Boise State University. The Griz
will play Utah State, Utah Valley
State and the University of
Nevada.
Montana’s only fall home game
starts Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Dornblaser Field.

Montana
Kaimin

When the No. 2 Montana
Grizzlies, 4-1, host the No. 12
Eastern Washington Eagles, 3-2, it
could be a Big Sky championship
game falling smack dab in the middle of the season.
On Saturday, the preseason conference-favorite Eagles come to
Washington-Grizzly Stadium to
take on the seven-time defending
Big Sky champions.
Eastern Washington has one Big
Sky blemish on its record after losing 34-30 to Idaho State three
weeks ago.
“This is certainly a big game,”
UM head coach Bobby Hauck said.
“It’s got implications for the Big
Sky championship. It’s probably a
must-win for Eastern Washington at
this point. They’ll come in and pull
out all the stops.”
The match-up will showcase the
conference’s top offense against its
top defense.
The Griz defense is the league
leader in both yards allowed and
fewest points surrendered. The
Grizzlies have only given up six
touchdowns, which is less than half
as many as the next best in the conference.
Meanwhile, the EWU offense is
piling up the points and yardage.
The Eagles are averaging 505 yards
a game, which is 100 yards more
than the second-best offense and
almost 200 yards more than the
Montana offense.
“They have so many ways to hurt
you,” Hauck said. “You can’t focus
in on one facet of their offense
because there is too much firepower
there that can hurt you.”
The Eagles’ offensive success
starts with senior quarterback Erik
Meyer. His 1,682 passing yards and
10 touchdown tosses place him
head and shoulders above the rest of
the league’s quarterbacks.
“We’ve definitely got to stop Erik
Meyer,” junior defensive end Mike
Murphy said. “That’s our number
one concern.”
Murphy, the UM sack leader with
six, said he remembers from last
year that Meyer plays like he has
eyes in the back of his head, and his
elusiveness makes him hard to handle.
Meyer’s success is shared with
his two favorite senior receivers,
Eric Kimble and Raul Vijil. The
league’s top two receivers have
combined for 63 catches and seven
touchdowns.
Lately, the Eagles’ running game
has factored into the offensive output. Junior Ryan Cole has rushed
for over 150 yards in his last two
games, including a five-touchdown
performance against Portland State
two weeks ago.
“As their offensive line has come
along, they’ve gotten back to being

Eastern Washington, which is a balanced attack that runs the ball well,”
Hauck said.
EWU head coach Paul Wulff said
he is worried about the Grizzlies’
ability to run the ball, namely junior
Lex Hilliard’s abilities.
Hilliard ripped the Eagles apart in
last year’s 31-28 UM victory. He
ran for 116 yards and three touchdowns, splitting time with then-senior Justin Green in the backfield.
“We don’t envision we’re going
to stop him,” Wulff said. “We’re
just going to try to contain him.
He’s going to get his yards.”
Hauck will try to turn Wulff’s
worries into a means of managing
Meyer by keeping him off the field.
“We need to get the ball in our
running back’s hands enough of the
game to control field position and
the clock,” Hauck said. “But we
also have to be able to throw it, and
we want to throw it downfield.”
The question has returned to
Grizzly football: who will be throwing it down the field?
With original starting quarterback
Jason Washington nursing a separated shoulder and redshirt-freshman Cole Bergquist coming off a
road win over Idaho State in his first
career start, Hauck said he didn’t
know earlier in the week who
would be starting at quarterback.
As of yesterday, Washington was
still listed as questionable.
Wulff said it doesn’t matter to his
Eagles which quarterback they will
see. He is concerned about senior
receiver Jon Talmage, whom he
knows his defense will see.
The 6-foot-4-inch Talmage has
been making his living catching
touchdowns over undersized defensive backs. He will have an opportunity to add to his five touchdowns.
“They’ve got small corners to a
degree,” Hauck said. “We’ve got a
size mismatch on the outside. We
need to take advantage of that.”
The Griz will try to also get an
advantage in the kicking game, but
that could quickly be negated by
Kimble returning punts, Hauck
said.
“He’s a terrific punt returner,”
Hauck said. “That may be the best
thing he does.”
Kimble has returned three punts
for scores to accompany his career
44 offensive touchdowns.
He was especially a thorn in the
Grizzlies’ side his freshman year. In
the last EWU win in the series in
2002, Kimble caught five passes for
136 yards and two touchdowns.
When the Grizzlies try to contain
Kimble and company on Saturday,
there may be some new faces on
both sides of the ball as the injury
bug has bitten both squads.
Wulff said his team lost three
players in each of the first three
games and one in each of the last
two contests.
“We have lost a ton of kids,”
Wulff said.
Hauck said this is the most
injured his team has been since he
has been at Montana.
“Both teams are fairly banged
up,” Hauck said. “It will be interesting to see whose training room
gets the MVP this week.”
Kickoff is scheduled for 1:05
p.m. KPAX will air a live-television broadcast.
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ARREST
Continued from page 1
temple, and Riddle lost consciousness, according to prosecutors.
At least three of the men charged
have boxing experience. Sosa,
Kuethe and Woodard all fought in
last season’s Wednesday night club
boxing nights at the Wilma Theater.
Woodard and Kuethe are listed as
“Donkey Kid” and “Donkey Killer”
on a Missoula club boxing Web site.
Kuethe fought in December 2004
and Woodard from December 2004
to January and March 2005. Pedro
“The Meat” Sosa fought in
December 2004.
Woodard is a regionally known
mixed martial arts fighter who has
trained at and fought for Dogpound
Submission Fighting Academy,
which operates from the Missoula
Armory.
Mixed martial arts, which is also
called “no-holds-barred fighting,”
combines boxing with wrestling and
martial arts to beat an opponent into
submission.
Numerous MMA Web sites have
text and photographs describing
Woodard’s prowess as a fighter. He
competed and won in the Montana
Caged Combat in July for the
Dogpound Academy.
Woodard pleaded not guilty and
was released from custody on his
own recognizance, the terms of
which include court permission to
leave the county to see his personal
trainer, according to court documents.
Prosecuting attorney Andrew Paul
said he was not aware of Woodard’s
background in this type of fighting.
Had he known, he said he would

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

PERSONALS

DANGER! CERAMIC FEVER! No known cure. Pottery
classes help symptoms. Make Christmas presents on
the wheel. $39. 7 weeks. Fun. 543-7970
Building self-esteem group for women. UM students
only. Meets Wednesdays 2-3:30. Cost is $10 for all 6
sessions. Contact Stacey at 829-6076

Seeking….a cheap date and a good laugh? The second
City comedy troupe is hilarity incarnated. Be there:
The University Theater on October 19th at 7:30 for an
evening of pure improv genius. Only $10 for students!

have questioned the court’s decision
to let Woodard travel to Ravalli
County.
Paul also noted that Woodard was
convicted of misdemeanor theft in
2003, and Kuethe was convicted of
an on-campus misdemeanor assault
in May.
Additionally, municipal court
records show Kuethe was ticketed
for a misdemeanor assault at a party
in July involving UM junior Luke
Altenhofen, 21. Altenhofen said
that he did not know Kuethe or the
two or three people he believes
helped beat him up at the party.
“He started it, and then his friends
jumped in is what people have told
me,” Altenhofen said, adding that it
happened after 2 a.m., and he was
drunk.
Altenhofen said police are investigating the others involved and that
he plans to press charges against
them and sue Kuethe for damages.
Altenhofen’s tooth was knocked out,
and his nose and wrist were broken
in the attack.
“I’ve heard [Kuethe] was one of
those ultimate fighter guys from
Dogpound Submission Fighting,”
Altenhofen said.
Ost, Kuethe’s ex-girlfriend, was at
the party when the assault occurred
but was in a different part of the
house. She confirmed Kuethe’s
boxing background.
“Krin used to train with
Dogpound, but I think it was in high
school,” Ost said. “He hadn’t
trained with them in a while.”
Sosa was convicted of a misdemeanor possession of marijuana in
Sheridan, Wyo., in March; and a
first-offense DUI in Missoula city
court in July.

VIGIL
Continued from page 1
ence of over 300 people during
last night’s vigil service for
Bedard held at 7 p.m. at St.
Anthony Catholic Church.
During the open-casket
viewing, friends, relatives,
neighbors, teachers and teammates came solemnly forward
one by one to stand beside
their fallen friend’s coffin
framed by white candles and
adorned with an American
flag.
For an hour and a half, they
shared stories, memories and
personal reflections as they
paid tribute and honored the
young man who has forever
touched their lives.
The stories varied, but the
same words keep repeating:
generous, caring, respectful,
sociable.
Bedard was a person who
gave a rose to a friend when
she was having a particularly
trying day.
He brought laughter and
joy to the sometimes-agonizing sport of crosscountry.
He snuck into hotel pools
and patiently helped a
Minnesota friend learn the
finer points of Rocky
Mountain skiing.
Callan Smith, a close
friend and UM sophomore,
recalls a time during a senior year party when Bedard
pulled him aside and asked
if he could talk to Smith
outside.
“He asked me if he could

date my sister,” Smith said.
“That really speaks to his
character: polite, kind, tactful.”
Other memories divulged
Bedard’s more sociable, outgoing side.
Jim O’Day, UM’s athletic
director and father of UM
sophomore Kevin O’Day who
was a close friend to Bedard,
recalls arriving home after a
weekend trip to Flathead Lake
to find his son, Bedard and
their group of friends playing
poker.
“They all loved to play
cards,” O’Day said. “They
played at all hours of the
night.”
O’Day laughed as he
remembered how they forgot
to hide their empty beer cans
or better conceal the four cases
of beer stowed under Bedard’s
chair.
“They had fun,” O’Day
said. “They always had
it under the radar.”

A funeral mass and presentation of the Purple Heart will
be held for Bedard today at 10
a.m. at St. Anthony Catholic
Church on 217 Tremont.
Following the service, there
will be a memorial procession
to the gravesite. Missoulians
are encouraged to come and
support Bedard and his family
by lining the procession route
and waving flags.
The soldier’s friends help
each other mourn, and together they keep Bedard’s memory.
“When he called me from
Iraq, I couldn’t picture the
bombs exploding around
him,” said one of Bedard’s
friends who simply identified
himself as Cory. “I picture him
walking
through
the
Rattlesnake smoking pipe
tobacco.”
“I don’t know what it is
about Andrew,” Cory said.
“Maybe it was the way he
laughed.”
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HELP WANTED
WANTED

ATTENTION LADIES!! Jenna's Playthings - Official
Home Party of Jenna Jameson and Club Jenna is now
hiring Sales Representatives in Missoula! Call:
(406)855-4645
lv
msg
or
Email:
jennasplaythings@yahoo.com
2 Part time Child Care provider openings 327-6685 or
258-6856 leave message.

College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com

INTERNET WORK! $8.75-$39.50/ Hr! FT/PT. $25
Bonus! Studentsurveysite.com/kaimin2
Want someone w/ pony club experiences to help
exercise horses. 258-6467

Cuddle Bugs Day Care needs substitute child care
aides. Call 728-0801 for more info.

New upscale women's clothing store downtown looking for part-time sales associate. Please fax resume
to 542-2630.

SERVICES
SERVICES

GOT HURT? GET HELP! Call Bulman Law Associates
PLLC-Montana's Best Injury and Disability Lawyers for
a Free CONSULTATION. 406 721-7744.

Computer Problems? Computer Solutions! First Call
Computer Solutions. First in PC Repair. Free
Diagnosis. Blocks from Campus. Call Today 721-4592
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING $3.00/page
542-0837

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: classifieds@kaimin.org

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

K a i m i n

AD REPRESENTATIVES
SHANE SVOBODA
JOSH FRICKLE
KYLIE PEARSON

PRODUCTION
SHANE SVOBODA

The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: classifieds@kaimin.org.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
Professional DJ Kelly Lynn, Book musical event 2392264 or email kellycat68@yahoo.com

WANTED TO
TO BUY

WANTED: Five Griz Cat tickets. Call Layne 240-3031

FOR RENT

Tired of your roommates or looking for a parking
space? Furnished studio, close to Univ., all utilities
paid incl. highspeed internet & cable with HBO.
$465/mo. Call 544-0799 or 207-6043.
Rock Creek Recreation: WEEKEND CABINS $44,
$66/NIGHT 251-6611, www.bigsky.net/fishing

MISCELLANEOUS

Paradise Falls Poker Room Present your Griz card &
Receive $5 FREE w/ min buy-in Game starts at 7:00 MF 4:00 Sat-Sun Buy-in specials to start game.
French Garlic, French Apple, French Morel,
Bratwurst, HotLinks, Andouille. Uncle Bill's Sausages,
1918 Brooks. 543-5627

TAILGATING? GRILLING? PARTYING? SURVIVING? Uncle
Bill's Sausages are the answer!! 1918 Brooks. 543-5627

DIAMONDS & JEWELRY
JEWELRY

Diamond Dream wholesale and supply see ad in
Friday's paper (406) 449-GOLD

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org
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